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Please let us know the details so that we can recognize that person for a job well done. you know someone who has made your day brighter or easier? Someone who has gone above and beyond? Please

Employee Recognition: GEMs (Going the Extra Mile)

Click here to see full flyer.

Recent Publications

Press Coverage and Publications

Click here

Click here

Click here

TIME TO RSVP!

Click here to view full flyer.

at PANAC, we hope to raise enough funds to sponsor 30 African nurse anesthetists to attend. Please visit nurse anesthesia education in Africa, we need your support! In addition to sending up to six VUMC CRNAs to teach African Nurse Anesthetist Conference (PANAC) in Kenya in 2020. In order to take this big step toward advancing Federation of Nurse Anesthetists and the Kenyan Registered Nurse Anesthetist Chapter to hold the first ever Pan

Vanderbilt International Anesthesia is excited to announce that our CRNAs are partnering with the International

Join Journal Club

Please contact Rachel Apple at rachel.apple@vumc.org with questions and to express interest in joining the group's email ListServ.

The group is in the needs-assessment phase currently but ultimately hopes to address the needs of VUMC physician-parents related to childcare, education, and general parenting resources, among many other issues!

Calling All VUMC Faculty Physician Parents

Wednesday, Nov. 20, starting at 6:15 a.m.

There will also be a flu shot station for CRNAs. Occupational Health will be at the CRNA Staff Meeting on Sept. 18.

Attention: Anesthesia Team

Don't Forget: Link Your ORCID iD to Your eRA Commons Profile

Unsuccessful PIV creation. This does not create an LDA. See screenshot below to see the new rows:

The Lines/Drains/Airways tab for Anesthesia users will display the four flowsheet rows to be documented related to unsuccessful. The OpTime Anesthesia team has added the same flowsheet rows to the OR LDAs flowsheet as well as the AN LDAs flowsheet.

Inpatient Nursing has added a new group in Flowsheets to document when Peripheral IVs are attempted but unsuccessful. The intention of the rows is to capture the attempts outside of the actual creation of an LDA.

The Lines/Drains/Airways tab for Anesthesia users normally use is still correct. These are only for use when a PIV is unsuccessful.

The AN LDAs flowsheet.

Anesthesia users click on Flowsheets activity under "More".

unsuccessful.

attempts" in the PIV LDA that Anesthesia users normally use is still correct. These are only for use when a PIV is unsuccessful.

Beginning Tuesday, Oct. 1, ORCID identifiers will be required for all individuals supported by institutional research training, career development, and other research education awards.

Don't Forget: Link Your ORCID iD to Your eRA Commons Profile

Submit questions/content to:

Happy Birthday!

Submit your news, awards, and accomplishments - to be shared in faculty and staff meetings, newsletters, and social media - to

Weekly Update

Send your news, awards, and accomplishments - to be shared in faculty and staff meetings, newsletters, and social media - to

Twitter

&acic

Please submit content by 6 p.m. Monday for each Tuesday issue.

Tweet of the Week

Don’t miss out on your chance to win a VUMC Care Team prize! Visit the Instagram page for details.

Seminars).

Anesthesiology Education Conference Schedule

to view the most recent calendar for the 2019 academic year (Grand Rounds and Visiting Professor

Submit questions/content to:

Anesthesiology Communications
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Anesthesiology Communications

Senior faculty,
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